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Solid oxide fuel cells are an important class of energy
conversion devices in the search to replace fossil fuels.
Their electrodes’ materials mostly belong to the perovskite family, which in their versatile composition are numerous; here we focus on the perovskite LaCoxFe1-xO3
and examine its electronic structure for x  0.5 using
density functional theory with a plane wave basis and
pseudopotentials. The resulting lattice parameters show
good agreement with experiment, and the Mulliken and
Bader charges show that iron and cobalt mostly remain as
Fe3+ and Co3+ throughout an increasing Co:Fe ratio. The
charge and spin magnitudes of oxygen ions is determined

by their local, cation neighbours with the largest charge
and spin magnitudes found on oxygen ions sandwiched
between two Fe ions. Density of states and partial density
of states analyses reveal that increasing the ratio of Co to
Fe in oxygen stoichiometric materials decreases their relative, semi-conducting nature towards insulating, by virtue of the decrease in the number of (conducting) O-Fe-O
bonds and the increase in (insulating) O-Co-O bonds.
The appearance of an intermediate spin state of Co and
examination of its PDOS confirms the hypothesis that
Co-O, d-p hybridization is a necessary factor for its occurrence.
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher

1 Introduction Oxides of the perovskite type with the
general formula ABO3 can accommodate (Alkaline) Earth
and Lanthanide elements on the A site, and virtually the
whole range of transition metals on the B-site, leading to a
wide range of chemical versatility [1]. The use of
substitutions and different formal oxidation states allow
fine tuning of the electrochemical activity, important in
redox reactions as utilized in electrolysers [2], catalytic
conversions [3,4], and fuel cells. They produce a large
number of candidate compounds especially for use in solid
oxide fuel cells (SOFC) as cathode materials [1, 5,6].
The redox chemistry of a material is governed by its band
structure and the accessible states at the Fermi level during
oxidation/reduction [7]. Judicious choice of late 3d
transition metals enables the engineering of a perovskitebased material towards the efficacy required for a specific
reaction, for an increasing number of different applications
[8].
The properties and reactivity of ABO3 perovskites, have
been, and continue to be, explored extensively
experimentally, see for example the reviews of Tejuca et
al.[9], Johnsson and Lemmens [10], Jiang [11], Kilner [12],

Kuklja et al.[13], and a recent review of perovskites for
photocatalytic applications [14] and the references therein.
Computational, in silico experiments are also prevalent in
this field, with the current literature dominated by studies
into the energy of formation of cationic and anionic defects
[5, 15-17]; the migration and conductivity of oxygen
defects [18-24]; activation energies of oxygen vacancy
migration [25] and the driving design principles of their
formation [26]; characterization of defect behavior [27],
and more recently, multi-scale simulations of oxygen
migration [28]. The common theme of these investigations
is oxygen vacancies, which are intrinsic to the behavior of
SOFCs; they can be created by substitutions on the A site
with ions of a lower oxidation state, e.g. Sr2+ replacing
La3+, resulting in La1-ySryBO3- Additional versatility can
be obtained by substitutions of the same oxidation state on
the B site (B1/B2 substitutions), e.g. Co3+ replacing Fe3+,
resulting in LaySr1-yCoxFe1-xO3-
The cathode of a SOFC catalyses the oxygen reduction reaction, (ORR) i.e. the conversion of O2 (gas) to 2O2- (bulk).
The generated O2- will occupy one of the oxygen vacancies
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at the surface of the cathode material and then migrate
through the cathode to the electrolyte.
The important role of the migration of oxygen (as O 2-) and
its vacancies explains the prevalence of computational
work in this area. The vacancies however, do not exist in
isolation; the electronic structure of an oxygen ion
positioned between two cobalt ions is different to that of an
oxygen ion positioned between two iron atoms, and to that
between cobalt and iron. Therefore, by understanding the
electronic structure of the pure materials and the effect of
B1/B2 substitutions in the absence of oxygen vacancies it
should be possible to fundamentally understand the effects
of the component characteristics comprising SOFCs, enabling their design for specific attributes.
In the current literature there seems to be an absence of
published computational studies exploring the effect of the
B1/B2 substitution ratio on the oxygen vacancies, energies
and migration, which is not surprising given that it would
be computationally infeasible to take account of all of the
relevant variables within a single study. Rather, the emphasis has been on the effect of A-site substitutions on the
formation and migration of oxygen vacancies [29-31], as
well as exploring the effect of the oxygen vacancies on the
electronic properties of perovskite-like materials [32]. The
problem would be more tractable if the underlying B1/B2
substitution ratio trends were understood and the corresponding models were then used as templates for the creation of cation/anion vacancies, which provides the motivation for the work we present here.
In particular, we are focusing on LaCoxFe1-xO3 due to its
versatility and varied applications such as a perovskitebased catalyst for the total oxidation of methane [33] and
as a catalytic precursor for the production of syngas [34].
Also, LaCoxFe1-xO3 is used in the catalytic decomposition
of N2O at high temperatures [35], is the cathode material
for intermediate temperature SOFCs [36], and, as a double
perovskite (La2CoFeO6) has recently been reported as having photocatalytic properties [37]. In addition, it is a
precursor of LaySr1-yCoxFe1-xO3-used in the steamreforming of ethanol to produce hydrogen [38].
In this work we model different arrangements of a range of
ratios of cationic substitutions of Co and Fe to determine
the importance of the effects of the local ionic environment
on O, Co and Fe. Understanding such effects lays the
foundations for larger-scale modelling, such as the
diffusion of oxygen vacancies through the solid oxide fuel
cell cathode material, LaySr1-yCoxFe1-xO3-𝛿. Also,
understanding the effect of an increasing ratio of Co to Fe
in LaCoxFe1-xO3 provides insight into the experimental
observations described in the literature such as the various
spin and oxidation states found in this group of materials.
It is important to note here that this study aims to elucidate
the respective intrinsic bonding environments of O as a
function of Fe and Co coordination, free of extrinsic
effects such as aliovalent doping at the A-site or oxygen
exchange with the surrounding atmosphere.
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher

The following provides the details of the eight, (initially)
cubic models of LaCoxFe1-xO3 where x = 0, 0.125, 0.25,
0.375, 0.5, and analyses of their electronic structures post
relaxation of their atomic coordinates, which includes
lattice lengths, charges, spins, density of states (DOS) and
partial density of states (PDOS). We compare our
computational results to experimental results where
applicable.
2 Computational and Model Details
Perovskites are found in rhombohedral, orthorhombic and
cubic symmetries [10, 18], the latter is believed to be
prevalent at both room temperature and high operating
temperatures [15, 39]. One experimental study into the
crystal structure and magnetic properties of LaCo1-xFexO3-𝛿
[40], found for 0.15 < x < 0.7 a mixture of rhombohedral
and orthorhombic phases, and another into its electrical
conductivity [39] found LaCo0.4Fe0.6O3-𝛿 to be
orthorhombic, although its x-ray diffraction pattern
indicated the presence of different phases. The potential
complications of different phases appearing with different
ratios of Co:Fe has been obviated by adopting cubic
symmetry throughout, i.e., the template model was cubic
LaFeO3 with a, b, c = 7.94 Å, and α, β, γ = 90°, containing
8-La, 24-O and 8-Fe atoms, corresponding to a Co
substitution of zero, i.e., x = 0, and all models are based on
this cubic template. For x 5 in LaCoxFe1-xO3 a
transition to rhombohedral symmetry occurs [41], which is
a further complication we have avoided by choosing x 
0.5.
Substituting one Fe by one Co corresponding to the ratio
Co:Fe of 1:7, i.e., x = 0.125 produced LaCo0.125Fe0.875O3
with one permutation of the relative positions of Co to Fe.
Substituting two Fe by two Co produced LaCo 0.25Fe0.75O3
with three permutations where the Co occupied relative
positions equivalent to (0,0,0) and (1,0,0); (0,0,0) and
(1,1,0); (0,0,0) and (1,1,1). A pragmatic approach was
taken when substituting three and four Fe by Co to reduce
the number of permutations to consider, i.e., the lowest
energy configuration of LaCo0.25Fe0.75O3 was used as the
template for the addition of the third and fourth Co
producing
LaCo0.375Fe0.675O3
and
LaCo0.5Fe0.5O3
respectively. The structure containing three Co was thus
chosen in a way that it can be derived from all three
models containing two Co. Two of six possible
permutations of the 1:1 Co/Fe ratio were chosen, one based
on the preceding three-Co model and one corresponding to
an alternating Co/Fe pattern modelled in the double
perovskite, La2FeCoO6 [42]. All models are shown in Fig.
1 together with their labels that are used interchangeably
from this point onwards.
Ab initio electronic structure calculations were performed
on a set of eight models using the density functional theory
(DFT) code, CASTEP [43] employing a plane wave basis
set and pseudopotentials within the DFT formalism [44-46].
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Figure 1 Relaxed models, their formulae and labels. Red - oxygen; purple – iron; blue – cobalt; orange – lanthanum.

The valence electron wavefunctions were expanded in a
plane wave basis set represented by a kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV, which converged energies to less than
0.1meV/atom (using a fine density grid 1.5 times finer than
the coarse grid). The electron-ion interactions were
described by ultrasoft, Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE)
pseudopotentials [47, 48] (including core-corrections for
Fe and Co [49]), which were consistent with the
description of the exchange-correlation effects by the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) density
functional, specifically (GGA)PBE [50]. The specific
pseudopotentials were: O -2s22p4; Fe -3d64s2; Co -3d74s2;
La -5s25p65d16s2.
For geometry optimization, the Broyden-FletcherGoldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm in its implementation
for periodic systems [51] was used in combination with
ensemble density functional theory [52]. The Brillouin
zone integrations were performed on a Monkhorst-Pack
grid [53] of 4 x 4 x 4 k-points, which converged forces to
three decimal places. The electronic energy tolerance was
1 x 10-8 eV, the energy change per ion per BFGS was
converged to 1 x 10-5 eV, and the maximum force was
converged to at least 0.05 eV/Å. All calculations were spin
polarized and the models were created and visualized using
Materials Studio [10].
The inclusion of Fe and Co necessitated the inclusion of
Hubbard (U) parameters due to the inability of (GGA) PBE
to describe the strongly correlated d-electrons, which has
consequences for many physical quantities including, for
example, the effects of the structural and electronic
properties of perovskites under pressure [54]. An early
LDA + U study treated the t2g and eg electrons of transition
metals separately (localized and itinerant respectively) and
obtained an appropriate, insulating band structure for
LaMO3 (M = Ti-Cu) [55], validating the need for this
additional approximation.

3

A range of values for both elements currently exist, from
4.0 to 5.4 eV for Fe [15, 26, 56, 57] in LaFeO3 and from
2.5 to 5.85 eV for Co [15, 26, 56-59] in LaCoO3. These
were obtained by various theoretical methods from bandgap tweaking to systematically testing a range of U and J
parameters and comparing the resulting magnetic moments,
optical and photoemission data to those obtained
experimentally. We have been unable to find a study
involving a range of Fe:Co ratios in the LaMO3 (i.e., M =
Fe and Co) perovskites and therefore do not have Hubbard
parameters for Fe and Co in this environment, however, as
we are testing a range of models with increasing doping of
Co we have chosen values from the ranges cited and kept
them fixed in all models. In particular, we chose those
derived from ab initio methods using exact exchange and
Coulomb integrals in unrestricted Hartree-Fock
calculations, that were then related to the U and J
parameters in DFT + U calculations, producing Ueff = 4.3
eV for Fe and Ueff = 4.0 eV for Co (where here, Ueff = U J) [26, 60, 61]. Including Hartree Fock exchange appears
to give reliable valence and conduction band d-states,
according to a DFT+U study of α-Fe2O3 that used different
percentages of Hartree Fock exchange. Comparing their
results with X-ray adsorption near edge spectra, (XANES)
they found that both the theoretical and experimental
valence and conduction band occupations matched.
The energetically lowest lying spin states of LaCoO3 are
elusive and difficult to determine experimentally as they
vary with temperature between low, intermediate and high
spins of Co [58, 62-64]. For barium/strontium
ferrate/cobaltate (BSCF) [28] these spin states could be
reproduced using DFT+U [59] by including spin-orbit
coupling [58], for LaCoO3, however, the pragmatic
approach of enforcing the ferromagnetic spin state has
been reported [15]. An experimental study of the crystal
structure and magnetic properties of LaCo xFe1-xO3 found
that structures containing more than 40% iron exhibited
weak spontaneous magnetization, which was explained as
Co3+ ions being in a low spin state [40]. Clearly, the spin
state of a particular configuration of LaCo xFe1-xO3
corresponding to that found experimentally is difficult to
know in advance. Test calculations gave the lowest energy
configurations when no spin constraints were imposed,
hence this is the method applied in this work. This
approach is justified computationally because the same
parameters are applied to all models, with the only
variables being the ratio of Fe:Co and their arrangements.
Following full relaxations of the lattice and ions to the
convergence criteria described above, the charge density of
the models was analysed using Mulliken, [65] and
topological, Bader population analysis [66-68]. Mulliken
population analysis in CASTEP is implemented by first
projecting the plane wave states onto a localized basis [69],
and then analyzing these projected states by the Mulliken
formalism to produce a population analysis [70-72].
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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Mulliken analysis is particularly useful for identifying
trends in consistently-parametrized systems [73] and not
for calculating absolute charges due to its sensitivity to the
atomic basis set [74]. We have included them for two
reasons, firstly to identify trends in the charges and
secondly to provide them for other researchers who may
wish to use them to parameterize force-fields for largerscale modelling. Topological charge analysis calculates
charges by partitioning the electron density into volumes
defined by regions of low charge density, which typically
lie between atoms, and integrating the enclosed electron
density to obtain atom-centered charges. Obtaining the
same trends from two different population and charge
analysis methods for the effect of substituting LaFeO3 with
Co, strongly supports the validity of the provided
conclusions.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Results
3.1.1 Lattice parameters Figure 1 shows the
relaxed models, their formulae and labels used throughout
this study, and Table 1 reports their parameters together
with experimental and computational data from the
literature. Following relaxation of l2cfo-A, the resulting
lattice parameters were fixed and used for l2cfo-B and
l2cfo-C, whereas for l3cfo, l4cfo-A, -B, all lattice
parameters were allowed to relax. The variation of less
than 1% seen in the relaxed geometries of the latter
confirms that both approaches are acceptable. Most of the
reported experimental values in Table 1 report lattice
parameters for orthorhombic unit cells, whereas the
simulations exploit the symmetry of cubic unit cells.
Converting a = 5.56 Å (a lattice parameter of LaFeO3 Wu
et al. [35]) from orthorhombic to a 2x2x2 cubic unit cell as
used in this work gives 7.86 Å agreeing with the simulated
value to within 2%. The available experimental data do not
exactly match the Co:Fe ratio of the simulations, but were
chosen for their close match. The trends prevailing within
the two sets of data are the same, namely the substitution
of Fe by Co causes a reduction in the lattice lengths by less
than 2%, which confirms the suitability of the choice of the
GGA(PBE) exchange correlation functional as well as the
Hubbard parameters, at least from a geometrical
perspective.
3.1.2 Charge analysis Substituting Co for Fe in
LaFeO3 creates different bonding groups, where the term
‘bonding’ describes a series of nearest neighbour ions. For
example, in LaFeO3 there are only Fe-O nearest neighbours such that every oxygen is linearly coordinated to two
iron cations. If one cobalt ion is substituted by one iron ion
to produce LaCo0.125Fe0.875O3 another grouping appears,
oxygen sandwiched between iron and cobalt. The substitution of more than one iron by cobalt could introduce one
more nearest neighbour grouping - that of oxygen sandwiched between two cobalts. The following notation is
used throughout the remainder of this study to describe

Copyright line will be provided by the publisher

these nearest neighbor ‘bonding’ groups: OFF means the
oxygen between two irons; OFC means the oxygen between cobalt and iron; OCC means the oxygen between
two cobalt cations (shown in Fig. 2).
Table 2 shows the average Bader charges for each model.
The Mulliken charges are given in Fig. S1 (in the Supplementary Information) and show the same trends as the
Bader charges. The results of Pavone et al.[26] found
DFT+U simulations gave Bader charges in defect-free
LaFeO3 of La: 2.08, Fe: 1.71, O: -1.26. The differences
between the Bader charges found in this study (La: 2.17,
Fe: 1.57 and 1.78, O: -1.30) and Pavone’s could be due to
the different anti-ferromagnetic (AFM) configurations
found, where the latter report that the Fe have high-spin
configurations with a preference for AFM coupling
between neighbouring Fe cations. The AFM configuration
we found (Fig. 3) has two of the eight Fe with lower spin
magnitudes of 3.14 and correspondingly lower charges,
resulting in an overall average charge for Fe of 1.67.
Nevertheless, both studies agree in their descriptions of
LaFeO3 as being AFM overall with a net magnetization of
zero exhibited by the DOS (Fig. 4).
Their defect-free LaCoO3, gives charges of La: 2.07, Co:
1.41 and O: -1.16. We can use these values to compare
them to the OCC groups appearing in l4cfo-B, with
charges of La: 2.17, Co: 1.38 and O: -1.19. Both studies
agree in the relative values of La, Co and O and with the
general trend that the introduction of Co lowers the
magnitude of oxygen’s charge, and that Fe has a higher
charge than Co. Both Table 2 and Fig. 3 (Bader charges
and spins) show that increasing the Co:Fe ratio has no
effect on the charge of Fe nor Co, and the latter has a
consistent charge except in the case of l4cfo-A where it is
also 1.6. As that charge does not appear in l4cfo-B it
therefore cannot depend on the number of Co, but rather
their relative coordination. This can be explained by the

Figure 2 Labels describing nearest neighbour oxygen bonding
groups, e.g., OFF means the oxygen located between two Fe cati
ons; OFC the oxygen between Fe and Co; OCC the oxygen between two Co cations.
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Model

a

b

c

α

β

γ

LaFeO3
LaFeO3-sim15
(U:4.0/6.0 eV)

8.01
7.88
3.94

8.03
7.88
3.94

8.00
7.88
3.94

89.9
90

89.9
90

90.2
90

LaFeO3-exp63

7.85

7.85

7.85

90

90

90

LaFeO3

-exp35

7.86
5.56

7.86
5.56

7.86

90

90

90

LaFeO3-exp39

7.86
5.56

7.86
5.56

7.86

90

90

90

LaCo0.125
Fe0.875O3

7.99

7.95

7.93

89.5

90.4

89.0

LaCo0.125
Fe0.875O3-exp39

7.83
5.54

7.83
5.54

7.84

90

90

90

LaCo0.25Fe0.75
O3-A

7.94

7.94

7.95

89.9

90.3

89.0

LaCo0.25Fe0.75
O3-B

7.94

7.94

7.95

89.9

90.3

89.0

LaCo0.25Fe0.75
O3-C

7.94

7.94

7.95

89.9

90.3

89.0

LaCo0.2
Fe0.8O3-exp35

7.78
5.50

7.82
5.53

7.81

90

90

90

LaCo0.2Fe0.8
O3--exp39

7.81
5.52

7.82
5.53

7.81

90

90

90

La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2
Fe0.8O3--exp38

7.78
5.50

7.86
5.56

7.84

90

90

90

LaCo0.3Fe0.7

7.79
5.51

7.82
5.53

7.80

90

90

90

LaCo0.375
Fe0.675O3

7.96

7.95

7.89

89.3

90.3

89.1

LaCo0.4
Fe0.6O3-exp35

7.74
5.47

7.76
5.49

7.77

90

90

90

LaCo0.42
Fe0.58O3exp41(4.2 K)

7.78
5.50

7.72
5.46

7.74

90

90

90

LaCo0.42
Fe0.58O3exp41(400 K)

7.81
5.52

7.75
5.48

7.76

90

90

90

LaCo0.5Fe0.5
O3-A

7.88

7.88

7.85

89.7

90.0

89.0

LaCo0.5Fe0.5
O3-B

7.89

7.89

7.84

89.8

90.2

89.0

La0.6Sr0.4Co0.5
Fe0.5O3--exp38

7.74
5.47

7.81
5.52

7.76

90

90

90

LaCo0.5
Fe0.5O3exp41(6 K)

7.76
5.49

7.69
5.44

7.70

90

90

90

O3--exp39

Table 1 Relaxed lattice parameters from simulations (‘sim’) and
experiments (‘exp’) in Å and degrees. Most experimental data
were for the orthorhombic unit cell (bottom entries per row)
which we converted to a cubic unit cell (top entries per row). The
cited simulated data (for LaFeO3-sim ) were from a cubic unit cell
half the size (lower) of the unit cells we used (top). The range of
Hubbard parameters used in the cited work is denoted by U.

Figure 3 Bader charges (purple text) and spin magnitudes (black
text) of Fe (orange) and Co (blue) and oxygen (top right- average
for all systems) in its different bonding groups. Crosses indicate
zero spin.

fact that La(Co,Fe)O3 are charge transfer materials, where
the O2p-Co/Fe3d charge transfer energy is less than the
exchange and Coulomb interaction energy between the delectrons, denoted respectively as and Udd by Zaanen et
al. [75]. It appears that in the case of Co and Fe the difference between and Udd is smaller for Co, leading to an increased transfer of charge from O to Co.
The low charge Co are surrounded by six Fe as nextnearest neighbours, four of them with the same spin
orientation, two with opposite spin orientation. The high
charge Co are surrounded by six Fe, four of them with the
opposite spin orientation, two with the same orientation,
see Fig. 3. l4cfo-A is the only model in the set of eight
systems with no OFF bonding groups, which might also
contribute to the low charge of Co.
Where there are only OFF groups the oxygen ions have a
consistent charge of -1.30, where OFC groups exist they
have a charge of -1.25/-1.26, except in the case of l4cfo-A
where they range from -1.26 to -1.30, and where OCC
groups appear the oxygen ions have a charge of -1.19/-1.20.
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Model

Fe-c

Fe–s

Co-c

Co-s

OFF-c

OFF-s

OFC-c

OFC-s

OCC-c

OCC-s

LaFeO3

1.57
1.78
1.71
-

-

-

-1.30

0.02

-

-

-

-

-

-

-1.26
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-1.25

0.12

-

-

4.05

0.00
0.02
0.12
0 to
0.24
0.12

0.08
0.09

1.80

-1.26

0.10

-1.20

0.01

LaCo0.375Fe0.675O3

1.80

4.08

-1.32

0 to
0.25

-1.26

0.11

-1.19

0.01

LaCo0.5Fe0.5O3-A

1.80

4.00

-

-

-

-

1.81
-

4.06
3.2
-

-1.32

0.24

-1.26
-1.27
-1.28
-1.30
-1.26

0.02
to
0.20

LaCo0.5Fe0.5O3-B
LaCo0.5Fe0.5O341
LaCoO326(U:4.0eV)

0.38
0.16
0.39
0.16
0.39
0.00
0.26
0.14
0.31
0.00
0.12
0.18
2.95
2.95
0.00
Low
1.49

-1.32
-1.25
-1.31
-1.32

LaCo0.25Fe0.75O3-C

1.37
1.37
1.37
1.37
1.37
1.37
1.37
1.38
1.37
1.37
1.38
1.38
1.60
1.60
1.38
1.41

-1.26
-1.25

LaCo0.25Fe0.75O3-B

1.80
1.79
1.58
1.80

3.14
3.99
4.21
4.00
4.00
4.23a
4.06b
4.05
4.04
3.05
4.07

0.12

-1.19

0.00

-

-

-

-

-1.16

LaFeO326(U:4.3 eV)
LaFeO363
LaFeO35 (U:4.0 eV)
LaFeO376(U:5.4 eV)
LaCo0.125Fe0.875O3
LaCo0.25Fe0.75O3-A

-1.31

Table 2 Average Bader charges (-c) and spin magnitudes (-s) of Fe, Co and O (in different bonding groups as defined in Figure 1b)
for each of the model systems shown and labelled in Figure 1a. Columns 7 and 9 show the maximum and minimum spin magnitudes
(denoted by inclusion of ‘to’ where there were ranges of values). The average Bader charge of La was 2.17 for all models in this
study. Spins are in units of µB, charges in units of +e and ‘U’ is the Hubbard parameter used in the cited computational studies. a refers
to FM and b to AFM (G-type).

As the number of OFF groups decreases that oxygen’s
charge generally decreases slightly to -1.31/-1.32 and in
the case of l2cfo-A increases to include two instances of 1.25, explained by the appearance of two low spin, low
charge Fe. This generally shows that the introduction of Co
does not only affect the neighbouring O, but has a longrange effect extending to Fe and then the O next to these
Fe, which should be expected for these materials involving
both charge transfer and correlated d-electrons. In other
words, the introduction of Co impacts the material as a
whole, which gives an indication of why even low doping
levels can change the material’s properties significantly.
3.1.3 Spins Table 2 also gives the magnitude of the
spins; that of Fe is mostly high at approximately 4 µB with
two occurrences of approximately 3 µB in lfo and l2cfo-A,
and although a spin of about 3.2 µB was identified experimentally [41], this was in LaCo0.5Fe0.5O3 at 6 K assuming a
low spin state for Co3+. The more commonly identified
magnetic moment of Fe3+ in these lanthanum cobaltate systems is about 4 µB, seen experimentally [63] and simulated
[5, 76] (U = 4.0 and 5.4 eV, in the respective references) in
LaFeO3, and between 3.7 to 4.3 µB in La0.875Sr0.125FeO3-
and La0.5Sr0.5FeO3- using a range of hybrid density funcCopyright line will be provided by the publisher

tionals and two different Hubbard values [77]. The spin of
Co ranges from 0 to 0.39 µB in all of our models except
l4fo-A where it is also 2.95 µB on two of the four Co. Experimentally, the magnetic moment of Co3+ is mostly
speculated on and classified as low [41] (out of ‘low, ‘intermediate’ or ‘high’) for temperatures below 20 K and only on a light substitution of Co by Ni was an intermediate
spin state induced in Co[78].
The magnitude of the spins on the oxygen ions of OFF
vary from 0 to 0.25, of OFC from 0.02 to 0.20, and of
OCC from 0 to 0.01. In another computational study [76]
the magnetic moment of oxygen in LaFeO3 (U = 5.4 eV)
was reported as 0.21 µB in the ferromagnetic phase and
0.00 µB in the AFM phase.
3.1.4 Density of states (DOS) and partial density of states (PDOS) Figure 4 shows the total DOS for
all models. With the exception of lfo, l2cfo-A and l2cfo-C
which are weakly conducting, all other investigated
LaCoxFe1-xO3 systems are shown to be semi-conducting
with a band gap of less than 5 eV.
3.1.4.1 Fe The PDOS of Fe, see Fig. 5, for all species is
dominated by the d-orbitals, with major peaks at around -
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8eV and +2eV and with only minor contributions of the sand p-orbitals. Comparing the different structures, the most
striking feature is the asymmetry of these peaks for some
of the structures, most pronounced in l2cfo-A and l3cfo,
which originates from the non-zero magnetization of the
wavefunction. Closer scrutiny of the PDOS of Fe (see Fig.
S2) shows as well that for lfo, the s- and d- orbitals cross
the Fermi level; substituting one Co (lcfo) causes a band
gap to open up and the substitution of a second Co induces
s- and d- orbitals to cross the Fermi again in l2cfo-A, a
slight shift to the left (including p-orbitals) in l2cfo-B,
(corresponding to a lateral plane of all up-spin and one of
all down-spin –see Fig. 1) and no change in the s-, p- and
d-orbitals of l2cfo-C relative to lcfo.
The substitution of a third and fourth Co ion causes the
growth in conduction band states of all orbitals in l3cfo
and l4cfo-B respectively, relative to lcfo, but not in l4cfoA, which differs from lcfo only in the shrinking of the amplitudes of d-orbitals.
3.1.4.2 Co The PDOS of Co, see Fig. 6, for all species is
dominated by the d-orbitals, with major peaks at around 4.5eV and -1eV below the Fermi level and a broadened
peak at around +2eV with a clear band gap. As for Fe,
there are only minor contributions of the s- and p-orbitals
and a (less pronounced) asymmetry of the
positive/negative DOS peaks, again most pronounced in
l2cfo-A and l3cfo. Also the slight downward shift for the
+2eV peak as seen for Fe can be found again for l2cfo-B.
While there is very little difference between the PDOS of
the different structures, l4cfo-A shows two distinct
additional peaks at -7eV and -6eV. As l4cfo-A is the only
structure containing high spin Co centres, assignment is
straightforward. Fig. S3 shows a close-up of the s-, p- and
d-orbitals of Co and in lcfo they all contain a band gap; the
substitution of a second Co induces a slightly smaller band
gap in the p- and d-orbitals of l2cfo-A, a slight shift to the
left in the s-, p- and d- valence orbitals of l2cfo-B and a
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Figure 5 PDOS of Fe.

shift to the left in the s-, p- and d- conduction orbitals of
l2cfo-C.
Similar to the effect on the Fe ions, the substitution of a
third and fourth Co ion induces an increase and growth in
the conduction band states in l3cfo and l4cfo-B respectively, but in l4cfo-A the notable change is the small decrease
in band gap compared to lcfo, and slightly smaller band
gap than that found in another GGA + U exploration of the
electronic properties of La2FeCoO6 [42].
3.1.4.3 O Figure 7 shows that in all systems the s-orbitals
barely change throughout the progressive substitution of
Co. The p-orbitals in lfo cross the Fermi level, and substitution of Co results in a separation of the valence and conduction band states in all systems, producing a small band
gap.

Figure 6 PDOS of Co.
Figure 4 Total Density of states (DOS). Dashed line on this and
on all PDOS figures is the Fermi level.

Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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fourth Co induces a slight shift towards the Fermi level.
Considering the p- and d-valence orbitals of La (Fig. S4)
the progressive substitution of cobalt for iron causes the
valence states to shift towards the Fermi level on the
substitution of one Co and this shift does not change on
further substitution of two and three Co. The substitution
of a fourth Co for Fe causes a further, smaller shift of the
valence states towards the Fermi level. In all cases there
are no states at the Fermi level and the conduction band
states have an almost undetectable amplitude relative to the
valence band states such that they are essentially nonexistent, except in l3cfo and l4cfob where s-, p- and dorbitals appear in the conduction band with amplitudes
equivalent to those seen in the valence band.

Figure 7 PDOS of O.

Examining the component contributions of OFF, OFC and
OCC (Fig. 8) reveals that in all cases of Co ion substitution
the p-orbitals of the O ions in the OFF group meet the
Fermi level but do not cross it, as do those of the O ions in
the OFC group, albeit to a slightly lesser extent, whereas
the p-orbitals of the O ions in the OCC group have a
slightly larger band gap that extends from below the Fermi
level and into the conduction band. The amplitude of the porbitals in the conduction bands of l3cfo and l4cfo-B
increases for O ions in all three bonding groups, a similar
effect to that previously mentioned for Fe and Co ions.
3.1.4.5 La The s- valence orbitals of La are invariant to
Co substitution up to three Co, where the inclusion of a

Figure 8 PDOS of O in its different bonding groups.

Copyright line will be provided by the publisher

3.2 Discussion There is good agreement (within 2%)
between the experimentally obtained and simulated lattice
parameters and both sets show the same trend in
decreasing lattice parameters due to the substitution of Fe
by Co. The experimental lattice parameters recorded in
Table 1 include systems with oxygen vacancies and
substitutions of La by Sr, neither of which affects the
lattice parameters to a greater extent than does the
substitution of Fe by Co – compare for example, the results
for LaCo0.2Fe0.8O3-and La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-Similarly,
the proportional expansion of the lattice on increasing the
temperature is comparable (e.g. LaCo0.42Fe0.58O3 at 4.2K
and 400K). This means that we have reproduced the correct experimental trend seen on substituting Fe by Co, and
thereby confirmed the appropriateness of the computational parameters. Therefore, the simulated data can be used to
explain the relative effects on the electronic structure of an
increasing Fe:Co substitution, and these same relative effects (i.e. trends) would be seen in analogous experimental
data.
A simple calculation of the energy gained relative to LaFeO3 per Co for Fe substitution, (data shown in Table S1)
suggests that most energy is gained on the substitution of
one Fe by one Co ion and that additional substitutions gain
relatively less energy. For example, at a Co:Fe ratio of 3:5,
substituting one Co for one Fe requires 50 meV, similar to
the 80 meV found by Kuklja et al. [79], albeit at a Co:Fe
ratio of 3:1. To make a more definitive statement on the
mixing/demixing behaviour, a full thermodynamic study
would be needed. This has been demonstrated to be possible for both the A-sites [80] as well as the B-sites [81], but
is beyond the scope of this current study. Additionally, the
results of Kuklja et al.’s work [79] showed that mixed Aand B-site disorder (i.e. A-B antisite defects) is energetically unfavourable. Altogether, these results indicate a reduced probability of the growth of isolated islands of Fe
and Co, and instead the emergence of a heterogeneous
Fe:Co distribution. Within the heterogeneity there could be
‘pockets’ of specific configurations per Co:Fe substitution
ratio, for example, l2cfo-C has the lowest energy of the
three configurations of LaCo0.25Fe0.75O3, followed by
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l2cfo-B and l2cfo-A with energy differences of 6
meV/atom and 9 meV/atom respectively, which are larger
than the energy convergence criterion of 0.1 meV/atom.
Therefore, we could infer that within a sample of LaCo0.25Fe0.75O3 the dominant configuration would be l2cfoC depending on the temperature. Similarly, l4cfo-B has the
lower energy of LaCo0.5Fe0.5O3 by 10 meV/atom, so is
more likely to be more prevalent than l4cfo-A, but these
are only two configurations of six so it is not possible to be
definitive about the overall dominant configuration within
the scope of this study.
There are clear correlations between the charge and spin of
Fe ions across all systems, where a lower charge corresponds to a lower spin. We can use the spin-only magnetic
moment sn(n + 2))0.5, where n is the number of unpaired electrons, to assign an oxidation state to the Fe. For
Fe systems with an even number of electrons (Fe2+ and
Fe4+) the potential values are s = 0, 2.83 and 4.90. For
Fe3+ possible values for s are 1.73, 3.87 and 5.92. Given
that in most models all Fe ions have a spin magnitude
ranging from 3.99 to 4.08 µB this corresponds most closely
to s =3.87 produced by three unpaired electrons of Fe 3+.
The two exceptions to this are lfo and l2cfo-A, which have
some Fe ions with spin magnitudes of 3.14/3.13 and 3.05
µB respectively. In both models the charge of the lower
spin Fe ions is smaller than that of the larger spin Fe ions,
ruling out Fe4+ as a possible oxidation state, therefore a
spin of magnitude ~3 µB most closely matches s = 2.83
corresponding to the intermediate spin state produced by
two unpaired electrons of Fe2+. The emergence of Fe2+ in
lfo and l2cfo-A seems random, with two instances in the
former and one in the latter, however, closer scrutiny of
their local environments explains their appearance. The
two low spin Fe in lfo each have four of their six nearest
neighbour oxygen ions of the highest (least negative)
charge and two (sandwiched between the two Fe) of the
lowest (most negative charge), producing an average O ion
charge that is more positive than that of those surrounding
the higher spin Fe ions. Similarly, the oxygen ion nearest
neighbours of the low spin Fe ion in l2cfo-A are all of the
highest charge. Therefore, the appearance of the Fe2+ ions
occurs due to Fe ions gaining electron density from their
nearest neighbour O ions.
Repeated calculations of LaFeO3 with imposed symmetry,
cubic lattice constraints and looser electronic energy tolerances produced relaxed models with one, three and two
lower spin Fe ions respectively, corresponding to halfmetallic and two metallic DOS respectively. This means
that although the final spin states in LaFeO3 are somewhat
sensitive to the computational parameters, the results are
variations on a theme, that is, the spins of Fe are either approximately 3 or 4 µB, with corresponding lower and
higher charges and their DOS indicate semi-metallic to
metallic properties. Experimentally, LaFeO3 is found to be
an insulator, and the majority of the theoretical calculations
cited in this study report the same where a Hubbard parameter has been used and semi-metallic to metallic where
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the effective Hubbard parameter is zero [15]. While it is to
be expected that different Hubbard parameters will produce different band gaps, where two studies use the same
value one might expect to see similar results. The insulating state of LaFeO3 found by Pavone et al. [26] employed
the same Hubbard parameter for Fe as we did, and yet we
found a semi-metallic state. However, where they used the
projected augmented-wave method we use ultrasoft pseudopotentials including nonlinear core corrections for Fe
and Co. Where the performance of these two methods has
been compared [82] it was shown that the magnetic properties of transition metals (including Fe) were problematic,
requiring very accurate augmentation charges. An alternative treatment was found to include the 3p semi-core states
as valence states [83]. Exploring the effect of these parameters on the results lies outside the scope of this investigation; suffice it to say that the trends emerging from the series of models we tested are nevertheless robust and selfconsistent within the limitations of the parameters used.
It is also worth noting that in Shein et al.’s computational
exploration of LaFeO3, two different spin values were
identified for Fe, 4.23 and 4.06 µB corresponding to the
FM and AFM (G-type) configurations [76] respectively.
This means that the spin magnitude depends not only on
the electron density of the Fe ions, and hence their relative
oxidation state, but also on their spin orientations relative
to their neighbours, although the latter effect is smaller by
a factor of five if the 0.17 µB difference of Shein et al.’s results is compared to the difference of 0.85 µ B of ours for
the two different spin values seen in LaFeO 3. Our range of
relaxed LaCoxFe1-xO3 mostly exhibit mixed A, C and G type anti-ferromagnetism with A-type dominating except
in LaCo0.5Fe0.5O3-A which is exclusively C-type,
behaviour that mirrors the anti-ferromagnetic coupling of
neighbouring transition metal cations in SOFC [26]. These
AFM properties probably would be lost at operating (i.e.
high) temperatures, and like their SOFC cousins they
would become paramagnetic at the macroscopic scale [26],
with the 1:1, Co:Fe systems losing all magnetic ordering
over 360 K [40].
Considering the spin of Co, it appears as zero, low in
tenths of µB and relatively high at 2.95 µB, the latter coinciding with the appearance of higher charge. Following the
same analysis as that carried out for Fe ions, we can determine whether there is a corresponding change in oxidation state or a simple electron pairing event. The potential
s values for Co3+ are 0, 2.83 and 4.90, and for Co2+ are
1.73, 3.87 and 5.92. The spin-only magnetic moment
closest to the computed value of 2.95 (µB), is s = 2.83
and therefore we conclude that Co3+, unlike Fe3+ does not
change its oxidation state, but only changes from a low
spin state to an intermediate state with two unpaired electrons. This is in agreement with the findings of Pandey et
al. [58] who characterise the intermediate spin state of Co3+
in LaCoO3 by occupation of the three t2g (dxy, dxz, dyz) by
five electrons and single occupation of one of the e g (dxx-yy,
dzz) orbitals, resulting in two of the six d-electrons unpaired.
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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According to Pandey et al. [58] spin-orbit coupling is important for the intermediate and high spin states of Co 3+
although the difference with and without it is on the order
of hundredths of electron volts. The Hubbard value of Co
could also affect the appearance of intermediate and

Figure 9 PDOS of O and Co of the two systems containing four
Co and four Fe. ‘Co-O’ unit refers to the nearest neighbour O
ions to either the Co of low (0.12/0.18) or intermediate (2.95)
spin. i.e. to the respective CoO6 octahedra. The dashed line marks
the Fermi level and the dotted lines indicate the hybridization of
Co and O orbitals in l4cfo-A.

high spin states and ideally, future studies would avoid using the Hubbard parameter altogether and use an environment-independent parameter such as the screened hybrid
density functional of Heyd, Scuseria and Ernzerhof
(HSE06) [84, 85], which has already proven itself in calculating (LaTiO3) experimentally-predicted Mott insulator,
anti- and ferro-magnetic orderings [86]. However, the
agreement with the predicted spin-only magnetic moment,
s is good enough to confirm that the higher spin
corresponds to six d-electrons, with two of them unpaired

Copyright line will be provided by the publisher

and hence the oxidation state of Co3+ is invariant to the
increase in the Fe:Co ratio up to 1:1.
On increasing the Co:Fe ratio, no changes are observed for
the electronic state of Co3+, except in one case: lc4fo-A, in
which there are only OFC groups present, a change from a
low spin to an intermediate spin state is seen for two of the
four Co3+ ions. Tomiyasu et al. [78] showed for LaCoO3
that a low substitution ratio (LaM0.01Co0.99O3) can alter the
local spin state of the Co3+ ions. While for M=Fe, the
experimental substitution ratio (forming far less than one
OFC group per CoO6 octahedron) was too low to observe a
switch from low spin to intermediate spin, the 1:1 ratio of
Co:Fe (forming six OFC groups per CoO6 octahedron),
according to our calculations, suffices. Korotin et al. [59]
discussed in detail the appearance of the intermediate spin
state for Co3+ in LaCoO3, and reasoned it to be due to the
hybridization of the Co, d- (namely the eg states) and the O,
p- states of similar energies. To explore this in closer
detail, the PDOS of the O, p- and Co, d- orbitals for l4cfoA (containing CoO6 octahedra of low and intermediate
spin) and l4cfo-B (containing only CoO6 octahedra of low
spin) are plotted in Fig. 9 (top and bottom graph). The
major difference between the two graphs is the appearance
of two additional Co, d- peaks at -6.6 eV and -5.9 eV for
l4cfo-A. These peaks originate from the intermediate spin
CoO6 octahedra. In addition, the PDOS of the intermediate
spin state shows a higher concentration of the Co, d- and
O, p- states at the lower end of the conduction band closer
to the Fermi level (at about 0.2 eV). None of these Co, dstates, however, find sufficient O, p- states for efficient
hybridization. In fact, the PDOS for the low spin CoO 6
octahedra shows much larger PDOS for both Co, d- and O,
p- states at -4.5 eV and -1.0 eV, which increases the
potential for efficient hybridization.
As the hybridization potential originates from the low spin
Co3+ ions, one could conclude that this should be even
larger in l4cfo-B, where there are more low spin Co3+ ions.
This is, however, not strictly true, as demonstrated by the
distinct shoulder at around -1.0 eV (dotted vertical lines in
Fig. 9). This shoulder, coinciding with the Co, d- peak, is
only present in l4cfo-A, not in l4cfo-B. We conclude
therefore that it takes the presence of the intermediate spin
states of the Co3+ ions, to enable additional hybridization
of the low spin Co, d- states with the O, p- states. As such,
our analysis confirms the prediction of Korotin et al. [59]
but the latter has to be extended to include the presence of
both intermediate and low spin Co3+ octahedra. In addition,
the presence of mixed low and intermediate spin Co
corresponds with their prediction of mixed Co spin states,
during the transition from the low to intermediate spin state
(that occurs with increasing temperature) [59].
For the intermediate spin state of Co in l4cfo-A a JahnTeller distortion is observed: the Co-O bond lengths of the
CoO6 octahedra are split into three pairs of values, with
each of the pair of values lying opposite one another,
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forming a slightly distorted octahedron. The octahedral
bond lengths of the low spin Co of the same system are
almost equivalent, forming virtually undistorted octahedra.
The Co-octahedra are similarly undistorted in all other
systems, which is to expected for d6 low spin cases. The
distortion found for the intermediate spin system could
therefore be used as an experimental indicator of the spin
state of Co.
Our results suggest that the intermediate spin state of Co
can occur when there are sufficient OFC bonding groups.
The resulting intermediate spin CoO6 octahedra are
uniquely three-way, asymmetrically distorted. The
concurrent presence of low spin Co3+ can provide
additional stabilization for the intermediate spin state
through Co, d-/O, p- hybridization as described above.
Considering the oxygen ions, the magnitude of their spin
and charge increases from OCC < OFC < OFF where O
ions closest to Fe ions have the largest charge and spin
magnitude, and those between two Co ions the smallest,
which reflects the relative magnitudes of the spin and
charge of the Fe and Co ions. The O ions appear to be influenced by the spin of their nearest neighbour cations,
which could explain the increase in magnetic anisotropy
seen on the removal of O ions (to create O vacancies) reported in the experimental work of Troyanchuk et al. [40]
on LaCo1-xFexO3-.
The DOS results of the O ions show that the relative,
weakly conducting nature of LaFeO 3 is due to the valence
electrons in the p-orbitals of the O ions as well as the valence electrons in the s- and d-orbitals of the Fe ions, just
crossing the Fermi level. On the substitution of Fe by Co
the number of O ions in OFF bonding groups decreases,
with an increase in the number of O ions in the OFC and
OCC bonding groups, whose valence p-orbitals meet at,
and fall short of, the Fermi level respectively, thereby contributing to the formation of a band gap, which persists on
further substitution of Co ions. Therefore, there are two
contributing factors to the relative, semi-conducting nature
of these LaCoxFe1-xO3 (x  0.5) materials, the decrease in
the number of Fe ions and the decrease in the number of O
ions in OFF groups. There appears to be a third
contributing factor, the presence of a lower-magnitude spin
of the Fe ions, which is observed in LaFeO3 where six of
the eight Fe ions have the same spin of magnitude ~ 4 µB
and two of ~ 3 µB, and in LaCo0.25Fe0.75O3-A five Fe have
spin of ~ 4 µB and one of ~ 3 µB resulting in weak conductors in both cases. All other investigated systems are relative semi-conductors with Fe ions of the same spin magnitude (~4 µB).
4 Conclusions We have confirmed that increasing the
ratio of Co to Fe in LaCoxFe1-xO3 materials causes a
decrease in the lattice parameters, and have tentatively
suggested the growth of regions of specific permutations
on increasing Co for Fe substitution. We identified the
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appearance of Fe as Fe2+ in LaFeO3 and LaCo0.25Fe0.75O3(A), which are intrinsically linked to a lower spin state of
Fe, and confirmed that Fe and Co occur mostly as Fe3+ and
Co3+ in these materials. The Bader charge analysis
confirmed the greater covalent nature of the Co-O bonds
compared to the Fe-O bonds, and both Bader and Mulliken
analysis showed that both Fe and Co maintain fairly
constant charges throughout an increasing substitution of
Fe by Co. The magnitude of the spin and charge of oxygen
ions increases from OCC < OFC < OFF where O ions
closest to Fe ions have the largest charge and spin magnitude, and those between two Co ions the smallest.
Analysing the orbital occupations revealed either relative,
weakly or semi-conducting properties, with a tendency
towards insulating on increasing Co, with Fe and oxygen
ions located between two Fe responsible for the tendency
towards relative conduction, and Co and the oxygen ions
located between two Co responsible for the tendency
towards being insulating. Finally, we identified an
intermediate state of Co and confirmed its hypothesized
dependence on Co-O, d-p orbital hybridization, albeit in
the presence of low spin Co.
This fundamental research into the effects of substituting
LaFeO3 with cobalt and the resulting properties of
LaCoxFe1-xO3 (x  0.5) provides, in the first instance,
atomistic detail for larger scale modelling, where, for
example, we have shown that there are charge and spin
differences between oxygen ions depending on their
location. It also supplements the growing data bank of
electronic structure results that provide subtle yet
important detail to experimental results, see for example
the interesting work of Gryaznov et al. [87] on the role of
phonon contributions to oxygen vacancy formation energy
(in La1-xSrxCo0.25Fe0.75O3-. Given the vital role oxygen
plays in the operation of SOFCs our next step is to use
these results in larger scale models to determine in which
way variously characterized oxygen ions and their
vacancies behave differently.
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